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“Erudite, engaging and brilliantly wide-ranging, Vic 
Gatrell's Conspiracy on Cato Street is peppered with 

revealing detail and is compulsively readable. This is 
historical scholarship at its very finest.”

Emma Griffin, author of  Bread Winner: An Intimate History  
of  the Victorian Economy.
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In 1820, twenty-five 

impoverished craftsmen 
assembled in an obscure 

stable in Cato Street, 
London, with a plan 

to massacre the whole 
British cabinet at its 
monthly dinner. By 

attending to the ‘real 
lives’ and habitats of  
the men, women, and 

children involved, Gatrell 
throws fresh light on 

the troubled and tragic 
world of  Regency Britain, 

and on one of  the most 
compelling and poignant 

episodes in British history.
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SUBMITTING YOUR MANUSCRIPT 
� e Cambridge Journal of Postcolonial Literary Inquiry has moved to an online submission and peer-review Cambridge Journal of Postcolonial Literary Inquiry has moved to an online submission and peer-review Cambridge Journal of Postcolonial Literary Inquiry
system, ScholarOne. Papers should be submitted via the following website: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.
com/pli. If you do not already have an account, you will be asked to create one. If you require any assistance 
with using this system, please contact the editorial o�  ce at: pli.cambridge@gmail.com.

PROOFS
Authors will be sent proofs via email. � ey should mark the PDF proof electronically or in hard copy and 
are requested to return their proof corrections by email within three days of receipt. Please let the Editorial 
O�  ce know if you are likely to be away for any extended period at that time, or if the proofs should be sent 
to anywhere other than your normal email address. � e publisher reserves the right to charge authors for 
excessive correction of nontypographical errors. 

Individual articles will publish online ahead of print publication as a FirstView article. Articles are corrected 
and published online as soon as possible a� er they are corrected. � is means that articles are published 
very quickly and publication is not delayed until they can be included in a print issue.  

Authors of articles and review essays (but not book reviews) will receive a .pdf � le of their contribution 
upon publication. 
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